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Thickness: 1,5 mm
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The boxes can be configured with pass-through holes on the walls to allow entries of the required
cables. Allowed holes diameter on the CBX box walls must be within 12 and 75 mm, and their
quantity and position depends on the box dimension.
Such holes may be placed taking into account the minimun distances between holes centers and
box edges, as shown in the following figure:
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CBX
The holes on the lid for control and signalling units may be placed taking into account the minimun
distances between holes centers and box edges, as shown in the following figure:

Examples with control and/or signalling units

CBX
VIEWING WINDOWS: The lid can be fitted of one or more windows, suitable for viewing displays installed
inside the box (with fixed windows) or for operating directly on automatic switches, avoiding the
opening of the box itself (by using opening windows).

Fixed windows Series W4

Opening windows Series W8/...

W4/1

W8/1

W8/2
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CBX
INTERNAL HINGES (“CV” VERSION): On request, instead of four screws, is available the solution with
hinged lid consisting in the assembly of internal hinges (not possible after supply) and closing screws (their
number depending on the dimensions) on the opposite side to the hinges one; with such configuration
the lid can be opened up to 110° (see the drawing).

Internal and external view of a lid with internal hinges

KEY LOCKING DEVICE (“CC” VERSION): Available also closing solution of the lid using one or more key
locks (in function of the lid dimension itself - see following photos). Such solution involves presence of
internal hinges on the opposite side of the locks one, making possible the opening of the lid up to 110°.
For further information about please contact our Technical/Sales Department.

Example with one locking device

Example with two locking devices

PADLOCKABLE LID: On request, a special device allowing to padlock the lid for avoiding not authorized
accesses is applicable when ordering.

Internal view

External view complete of padlock
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CBX
GROUND PASS-THROUGH WALL DEVICE: Alternatively to the external standard earth connections (tab or
welded pin M6x15), the ground pass-through wall device with M6 - M8 - M10 diameters may be installed
on request (respectively coded GC6, GC8, GC10).

Ground pass-through wall device
“GC6, GC8, GC10”

Outside box

Installation example

Inside box

(*) Box wall thickness:
1,5 mm.

(*)

HIGH THICKNESS FLANGES: Suitable when are demanded the use of cable entries with conical thread
(NPT) necessary; a maximum thickness of 15 mm is recommended.

High thickness flange

Suggested thickness: max 15 mm

(Only for
TPD3)

DOCUMENT POCKETS: Three different sizes of documents pockets (TPD) are available, made of stainless
steel 316L and installed inside the boxes.

- (*) Only one fixing screw per side.
- (**) Thickness: 1,5 mm.
(**)
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NOTES:
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